KC UNIVERSAL ANGLED
TUBE CLAMP MOUNTS
KC UNIVERSAL ANGLED TUBE CLAMP MOUNTS
The KC Universal A-Pillar Tube Clamp Mounts allow you to easily and securely mount lights and
accessories directly to angled roll cages, roof racks, and more.
WARNING: Please read all instructions before beginning installation. These guidelines are provided in good faith to help prevent any issues arising from errors
during installation. The manufacturer of this product shall not be held responsible for any user actions taken or not taken during installation. There are many
details of the installation that are assumed to be general mechanical knowledge to experienced installers; which are not detailed in these instructions. These
installation guidelines are intended to serve as professional recommendations and are not a step-by-step, fail-safe installation checklist. Selection of an
experienced installer is the sole responsibility of the project owner.

Parts Included:
QTY 2 - 40° Universal Tube Clamp
Mounts
QTY 2 - Stainless Steel Hose Clamps
(1.5 - 2.0” Dia. Tubes)
QTY 2 - 7” Rubber Protective Hose
Clamp Sleeve
QTY 2 - 1” Rubber Protective Roll Bar
Sleeve

KCA-Pillar Mount with
KC FLEX Dual

TOOLS NEEDED FOR INSTALLATION
Flat Head Screwdriver

Scissors
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Wrench

KC UNIVERSAL ANGLED TUBE CLAMP MOUNTS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Sleeve Installation
- Completely seat the 7” rubber sleeve over the metal band of
the hose clamp with the wider portion of the sleeve on the inside
of the metal band.
- Loosely install the sleeved hose clamp with the Tube Mount
onto the tube, and remove the extra sleeve material with
scissors.

2. Final Assembly
- With the fully-assembled Tube Clamp Mount in the final
position, open the 1” sleeve into a “V” configuration and slide it
in-between the Angled Tube Clamp Mount and the tube.
- Torque the hose clamp to approximately 5ft*lbs.

3. Installing the Lights (sold separately)
- Mount the light onto the vehicle with the light’s supplied
hardware; typical torque specs apply (M10 uses about 20 ft*lbs).

PRODUCT REGISTRATION
Thank you for becoming part of the KC family and purchasing one of our premium KC products!
With over 45 years of history in the auxiliary lighting market, you have become a part of our
ever-growing family, and we encourage you to register your product online at HTTP://REGISTER.
KCHILITES.COM to ensure you get all the benefits of owning a KC product.
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